
 

 

Fantastic Friday 3rd July 2020 

 

And your teachers agree!!! 

This week’s nominees include… 

 

Casey Walker nominated by Mr Kearney for consistency in Geography. 

Thomas Goddard nominated by Mr Kearney for excellence in Geography. 

Przemyslaw Hajduk nominated by Mr Kearney for excellence in Geography. 

Rafe Featherstone nominated by Mr Kearney and Mrs Harris for fantastic commitment to 

Geography and continued high quality work in English. 

Sophie Bowden nominated by Mr Kearney and Miss Lawrie for consistency in Geography and 

her consistent high quality work in French. 

Kieran Herd nominated by Mr Kearney for excellence in Geography. 

Charlie Atherton nominated by Mr Kearney and Miss Lawrie for superb effort and 

attainment levels in Geography and excellent effort in French. 

Niamh Murphy nominated by Mr Kearney and Mrs Harris for excellent weekly work in 

Geography and continued high quality work in English. 

Hollie Pownall nominated by Mrs Firth for finally believing in herself and smashing her maths 

work. 

Lucas Quayle nominated by Mrs Firth for outstanding effort in English. 

Raphael Young nominated by Mrs Firth for outstanding effort in English.  

Ben Aldham nominated by Mrs Firth for outstanding effort in English.  

Cian Lowery nominated by Mrs Firth for outstanding effort in English. 



Lucy Wilkinson nominated by Mrs Firth for outstanding effort in English. 

Erin Bailey nominated by Mrs Holmes for superb and consistent effort in English. 

Yaseen Algattah nominated by Mrs Holmes for producing excellent and insightful English 

tasks.  

Livvi Prideaux-Penny nominated by Mrs Holmes for fantastic effort in English.  

Harrison Crosby nominated by Mrs Holmes for consistent high standard of English work.  

Jack Scholes Greaves nominated by Mrs Holmes for superb attitude to English.  

Alfie Laidler nominated by Mrs Holmes for always completing his English work to a high 

standard.  

Arin Sekirden nominated by Mrs Wright for excellent cooking skills in Design Technology.  

Snehamol Siju nominated by Dr Ingham for her excellent work in Science. 

Kelley Stott nominated by Dr Ingham for his superb work and effort in Science. 

Rhys Hargreaves nominated by Mrs Wright for his fabulous work on the Trafford Film 

Project. 

Amy Clegg nominated by Mrs Wright for her fabulous work on the Trafford Film Project. 

Myles Guest nominated by Miss Lawrie for completing the French vocabulary challenge. 

Dylan Singh nominated by Miss Lawrie for his consistent high quality work in French. 

David Neville nominated by Miss Lawrie for his fantastic work in French. 

Shaun Fry for nominated by Miss Lawrie for his fantastic work in French. 

Max Jenkins Gaskell nominated by Miss Lawrie for his consistent high quality work in French. 

Simon Breeze nominated by Miss Lawrie for his excellent effort in French. 

Rachel Godden nominated by Miss Mayall for a fantastic artist research page for Textiles. 

Alex Riley nominated by Mrs Ingham for his great work in Science. 

Priya Campbell nominated by Mrs Harris for her ramped up efforts and subsequent success 

in English. 

Milly Roberts nominated by Mrs Harris for being a stand-out in English lessons on site. 

Ella Burges nominated by Mr Bracken for her exceptional work in History. 

Chloe Johnson nominated by Mr Bracken for her superb work in History. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Don’t forget that Mrs Wright owes you some chocolate!! If you are out doing your 

daily exercise, you are welcome to pop into school to collect your treat! 


